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1 Description of Site

1.1 The site is a two storey detached dwelling on Westfield Way, Langtoft. It is located on a 
bend of the road and has a parking area with a garage to the side of the property. The 
existing garage is attached to the garage at 8 Westfield Way with both houses having an 
individual, though adjacent, driveway leading to their garages. The garages were built as 
detached garages originally. The application property has since received planning 
permission under S17/0851 for a single storey rear extension. The extension has been 
constructed forming a link between the main house and the garage. The garage has been 
converted to living accommodation as part of a large family room that includes the single 
storey rear extension.

1.2 Westfield Way is part of a typical 1990s residential estate, characterised by red brick 
dwellings with concrete roof tiles and white uPVC windows.

2 Description of Proposal

2.1 The proposal relates to the erection of a first floor rear extension sited above the existing 
single storey rear extension but not the former garage. It would provide a further bedroom, 
en-suite bathroom and connecting hallway.  Windows would be provided to the bedroom 
and hallway facing Westfield Way and an obscurely glazed window would be provided to 
the en-suite facing 8 Westfield Way.

2.2 The proposal includes the erection of a single storey garage to the side of the main house 
occupying part of the existing driveway. The height and pitch of the roof has been 
amended from matching the existing garage to be lower in overall ridge height with a 
shallow roof pitch. The garage has been set in from the boundary with 8 Westfield Way.

3 Relevant History

3.1 No relevant planning history.

4 Representations Received

4.1 Parish Council
4.1.1 Object to the application on the grounds of: the size of the extension is too dominant and 

has an adverse visual impact when joining Westfield Way from Barleyfield, will have an 
adverse impact upon light to occupant of 8 Westfield Way, the pitch of the side extension 
roof does not match the gable end of the house producing an adverse visual impact and 
the new garage will be unsightly and severely impact the use of the drive by occupant of 8 
Westfield Way.

4.2 LCC Highways & SuDS Support
4.2.1 No Comment Received.



5 Representations as a Result of Publicity

5.1 This application has been advertised in accordance with the Council's Statement of 
Community Involvement and several letters of representation have been received.  The 
points raised can be summarised as follows:

1. Effect on parking availability
2. Overshadowing/Loss of light
3. Visual dominance/enclosure

Issues relating to property value, and boundary lines are not material planning 
considerations.

6 Evaluation

6.1 The proposal relates to the erection of extensions and alterations to a dwellinghouse. This 
proposal is considered to be acceptable in principle and in accordance with Policy EN1 of 
the Adopted Core Strategy subject to assessment against site specific criteria. These 
include the impact of the proposal on visual amenities, impact on the character or 
appearance of the area and impact on the residential amenities of neighbouring occupiers.

6.2 Impact on the character and appearance of the area

6.2.1 The proposed single storey garage would be visible from Westfield Way but is comprised 
of a typical garage design, albeit with a lower and shallower roof pitch. It would be built 
from materials to match the existing dwelling which would aid its assimilation into the site, 
and would be in keeping with the character of the surrounding residential estate.

6.2.2 The proposed first floor rear extension would be built above the existing single storey rear 
extension approved under S17/0851. While it would add an extra storey above this rear 
extension, it would have a subordinate ridge to the roof of the main house and would be 
set approximately 10m from the boundary with the public highway at Westfield Way. 
Despite the dwelling itself being in a prominent location, the first floor rear extension would 
set back within the rear garden which would help to reduce its visual impact. As above, it 
would be finished in materials to match the existing dwelling, which would help to integrate 
it with the existing dwelling and its surroundings.

6.2.3 By virtue of the design, scale and materials to be used, the proposal would be in keeping 
with the host dwelling, streetscene and surrounding context in accordance with the NPPF 
Section 12, and Policy EN1 of the South Kesteven Core Strategy.

6.3 Impact on the neighbours' residential amenities

6.3.1 Letters of objection were received from a neighbour with regard to loss of light to 8 
Westfield Way as a result of the proposal. As the proposed extensions are due North of 8 
Westfield Way, the proposal would not cause a loss of direct sunlight to the occupiers of 
that dwelling. In terms of general daylight, the first floor extension would be sited behind 
the existing garage approximately 2.8m from the boundary with 8 Westfield Way. It would 



be screened by the existing garage, with a lower ridge height than the main house and, as 
a result, it is not considered to cause any unacceptable loss of light to the neighbouring 
property. The primary room windows to 8 Westfield Way are located to the front and rear 
elevations. There would be 5.6m distance from the proposed first floor extension to the 
rear garden of that property. 

6.3.2 The proposed single storey garage, as a result of its height and location, would not cause 
any overshadowing of primary rooms to 8 Westfield Way. 

6.3.3 The separation distances from the proposal to all other neighbours is sufficient as to cause 
no unacceptable overshadowing.

6.3.4 The objection letters also raised concern over potential visual dominance and enclosure of 
8 Westfield Way. As above, the first floor extension would be 2.8m from the boundary with 
a lower ridge, and would be separated from the primary windows and amenity spaces of 
the neighbouring property by their garage. It is considered that this is enough separation 
as to mitigate against any potential visual dominance to 8 Westfield Way or other 
neighbours.

6.3.5 With regard to the single storey side extension, objection was raised on the grounds that it 
would obstruct parking of vehicles on the drive of 8 Westfield Way. Following the initial 
objection letter, the proposal was amended to reduce the height of the side extension and 
set it in from the boundary by approximately 20cm as to reduce its impact and prevent any 
overhanging of the boundary. As such, it would not cause any unacceptable visual 
dominance to the neighbouring property or any other neighbours.

6.3.6 The arrangement of the proposed windows and openings, paired with the separation 
distances, mean that the proposal would cause no unacceptable loss of neighbour 
privacy. A first floor bathroom window is proposed facing towards the rear garden of 8 
Westfield Way, which is expected to be obscure glazed given it would serve an en-suite 
bathroom, and would be conditioned as such in the interest of protecting privacy.

6.3.7 Taking into account the nature of the proposal, small scale, and adequate separation 
distances, it is considered that there would be no unacceptable adverse impact on the 
residential amenities of the occupiers of adjacent properties in accordance with the NPPF 
Section 12, and Policy EN1 of the South Kesteven Core Strategy.

6.4 Highway issues

6.4.1 Objection was raised on the grounds that the side extension would obstruct parking of 
vehicles on the drive of 8 Westfield Way. Following the initial objection letter, the proposal 
was amended to reduce the height of the side extensions and set it in from the boundary 
by approximately 20cm as to reduce its impact and prevent any overhanging of the 
boundary. It is noted that the extension would be within land under the applicant’s 
ownership, and that fencing could be placed on the boundary between the properties 
under permitted development rights which would cause a similar if not greater impact on 
the parking arrangements. 



6.4.2 Replacement car parking has been provided at the front of the property. Lincolnshire 
County Council Highways were also consulted as part of this application and returned no 
objections to the proposal. 

6.4.3 The proposal would result in adequate access, parking and turning facilities and would not 
have an unacceptable adverse impact on highway safety in accordance with the NPPF 
Section 9.

7 Crime and Disorder

7.1 It is considered that the proposal would not result in any significant crime and disorder 
implications.

8 Human Rights Implications

8.1 Articles 6 (Rights to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and 
home) of the Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this 
recommendation. It is considered that no relevant Article of that act will be breached.

9 Conclusion

9.1 Taking the above into account, it is considered that the proposal is appropriate for its 
context and is in accordance with the NPPF (Sections 9 and 12) and Policy EN1 of the 
South Kesteven Core Strategy subject to the following conditions.

RECOMMENDATION: that the development is Approved/Allowed subject to the following 
condition

Time Limit for Commencement

1 The development hereby permitted shall be commenced before the expiration of 
three years from the date of this permission.

Reason: In order that the development is commenced in a timely manner, as set out 
in Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

Approved Plans

2 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 
following list of approved plans:

i. AMENDED PROPOSED ELEVATION PLAN - dwg no. PP-01B - received  
19/02/19

ii. AMENDED PROPOSED FLOOR PLAN - dwg no. PP-02A - received 19/02/19
iii. AMENDED BLOCK PLAN - dwg no. PP-04A - received 14/05/19

Unless otherwise required by another condition of this permission.



     
Reason: To define the permission and for the avoidance of doubt.

Before the Development is Occupied

3 Before any part of the development hereby permitted is occupied/brought into use, 
the external elevations shall have been completed using only the materials stated in 
the planning application forms unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.
       
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and in accordance 
with Policy EN1 of the adopted South Kesteven Core Strategy (July 2010).

Ongoing Conditions

4 Before any part of the development hereby permitted is occupied/brought into use, 
the first floor window serving an ensuite on the South-East elevation shall have been 
installed with obscure glazing and with no opening part being less than 1.7m above 
the floor level immediately below the centre of the opening part. The obscure glazing 
shall be to obscured to a minimum of Pilkington - Privacy Level 3 or an equivalent 
product. Once installed, the window units shall thereafter be retained as such at all 
times.

Reason: To safeguard the privacy of the occupiers of the neighbouring/adjoining 
properties.

Standard Note(s) to Applicant:

1 In reaching the decision the Council has worked with the applicant in a positive and 
proactive manner by determining the application without undue delay. As such it is 
considered that the decision is in accordance with paras 38 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework.

Financial Implications reviewed by: Not applicable

Legal Implications reviewed by: Not applicable



Proposed Elevations

Proposed Floor Layout



Proposed Block Plan


